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DYNAMIC DUMPING*

by

Peter Berck and Jeffrey M. Perioff

University of California at Berkeley

ABSTRACT

A low-cost foreign firm lowers its initially high price--dumping if

necessary--until it drives the higher cost domestic firms out of business,

whereupon it raises its price. At no time, however, does the foreign firm

predate (price below its marginal cost). Tariffs, quotas, and other policies

that mandate a minimum nmnber of domestic firms do not qualitatively change

the price path (high price, low price, and limit price). The optimal tariff

in this dynamic analysis is lower than the optimal tariff in a static analysis

(to allow consumers to take advantage of the low-price period).
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Dynamic Drnnping

I. Introduction

A dynamic model is used to show why a low-cost foreign firm "dumps," thereby

driving domestic firms out of business, and then raises its prices. The model

also demonstrates that the foreign firm never finds it profitable to predate

(price below marginal cost). By contrast, earlier static and dynamic models

of dumping do not explain the complex pricing patterns alleged or observed in

recent years. For example, as the Economist (April 5, 1986, p. 82) reports,

'70 a man the American ragtrade believes that Crompton was driven out
of business by Japanese dumping. They say that the day after Cromp
ton filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy the Japanese raised their prices
on rival goods by 50 percent .. "

Similar charges have been made in many industries such as steel, computer

chips, automobiles, television sets, glass, glue, baby strollers, paper, nylon

yard, shoes, wigs, vinyl, transformers, and various agricultural products.

Previous studies have attributed dumping to adjustment costs or non

competitive behavior. Although these two explanations lead to some of the

same market outcomes, they are not observationally equivalent. Most non-

competitive behavior models explain different prices in foreign and domestic

markets but do not explain why prices are first lowered and then raised. ~bst

adjustment cost arguments can explain cyclical patterns in pricing but not the

increase in prices as domestic firms are driven from the n~rket.

Based on our dynamic model, we obtain six chief results. First, the domi-

nant optimal policy of the foreign firm is to price discriminate (dump) and

then raise its price to a limit price; that is, an unregulated dominant firm
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will drive the domestic fringe firms out of business. Second, the foreign

firm will not predate (price below its costs).

Third, preventing the foreign firm from pricing below its home price plus

transportation costs will have a quantitative hut not qualitative effect on

its behavior unless the policy prevents it from selling in the importing

country. Indeed, under such a regulation, the foreign firm will start with an

even higher price, then lower its price below the costs of the domestic firms,

and then limit price.

Fourth, preventing the foreign firm from driving out a certain number of

domestic firms does not affect the qualitative price behavior of the dominant

firm (the price starts high, then falls, and then rises to a limit level) but

does lower the welfare of the domestic consumers. Fifth, a standard quota

will keep the foreign firm from driving out all the domestic firms; however,

the dominant firm will still initially price high, then lower its price to

drive out some of the domestic firms, and then raise its price to a limiting

level (where the quota just binds).

Sixth, an optimal tariff that maximizes domestic welfare (consumer surplus

plus domestic fringe profits plus tariff revenues) will be lower in a dynamic

model than in a corresponding static model. A lower tariff results in lower

prices, which increases consumer surplus by more than tariff revenues and

lowers fringe profits.

In section II we discuss the law and the literature on dumping. Our

basic dynamic model is presented in section III. Predation is discussed in

section IV, and the effect of constraints on the minimum number of domestic

firms (a "quantity constrainttt
) is examined in section V. In section VI a

no-dumping rule is analyzed. The effects of a quota are considered in
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section VII, and simulations of tariffs and quantity constraints are presented

in section VIII where it is shown that the optimal dynamic tariff is very

different from the optimal static model tariff. The paper ends with con-

elusions in section IX.

II. The Law and the Literature

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade defines dumping as the selling of

products at "less than normal value of the products." A price is less than

normal value if it is less than the comparable price in the exporting country

or, in the absence of such a domestic price, is less than either the highest

comparable price for the product in a third country or the cost of production

in the exporting country plus a reasonable additional amount for selling costs

and profit. Where such dumping causes or treatens "material injury" to an

industry of the importing country, that country may impose an antidumping duty.

Since 1921, the United States has defined dumping as "sales at less than

fair value1t (LTFV), but that definition is extremely complex. Many hundreds

of allegations of dumping have been made in the United States in the last

couple of decades alone. In only 51 percent of the U. S. complaints was there

a finding of LTFV pricing and in only 27 percent of the complaints was there a

finding of an injury to the industry, so one can assume that allegations of

dumping are much more frequent than cyclical or strategic dumping. l

The simplest explanation for the alleged price patterns requires neither

adjustment costs nor strategic behavior. When a foreign firm has a cost

advantage and prices its goods the same at home as abroad, domestic firms and

their lawyers will accuse the foreign firm of dumping. From the point of view

ot the public, domestic jobs are lost, and the charge of unfair crnnpetition

may seem justified.
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The transaction costs and strategic behavior arguments in the literature

are designed to explain cyclical or persistent patterns of dumping. For

example, transaction cost argwnents may explain the alleged dumping of steel

and computer chips at prices below costs as cyclical phenomena. Firms in

those industries have high fixed costs and low marginal costs, so adjustment

to a worldwide glut is naturally very slow.

In Ethier's (1982) adjustment cost model, a homogeneous good called steel

is produced in both the United States and Japan using two factors of produc

tion. One factor, managers, is never laid off; while the other, labor, may be

laid off. This rather arbitrary rule captures the different social rules of

layoffs in Japan where adjustment costs (the manager-to-labor ratio) are

higher.

Wages are fixed for all factors across two states of nature. In the good

state of nature, firIns make pure profits, while in the bad state they lose

money; so they break even on average. In the United States, layoffs occur

during the bad state of nature, whereas in Japan firms produce more than the

~ome market can absorb where the rules of the model prevent layoffs. To

unload this excess production, the Japanese firms dump in the U. S. market at

prices below their costs.

In Bernhardt's (1984) dwnping model, adjustment costs are explicitly

quadratic in the difference between planned production and sales. While also

allowing for some price discrimination, Berhardt's (1984) model allows the

probability of dumping to come arbitrarily close to one. In adjustment cost

models, prices can be below costs as long as costs are not defined to include

explicit or implicit adjustment costs. These mOdels give a satisfactory

explanation for dumping that is correlated with demand but follows no other

2temporal pattern.
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In adjustment cost models, low-price selling is not Inotivated by the

desire to sell at a high price later. Such a story requires strategic be

havior. The more traditional dumping literature dating back to Viner (1923)

emphasizes pure price discrimination. For price discrimination to pay, the

demand facing the exporting firm must be different in the two countries.

Eichengreen (1982) provides several plausible explanations of why the

elasticities may differ. For example, there may be a competitive fringe in

one country but not in the other (an explanation used below).

Brander and Krugman (1983) consider the case of monopolistic competition

between a domestic and a foreign firm. Transportation costs cause the costs

of each firm to be higher abroad than at home. In a Cournot equilibrium» each

firm dumps in the market of the other finm.

In Brander and Spencer (1981), a foreign firm is a Stackelberg leader.

Where potential domestic firms have Cournot reactions, the optimal policy for

the foreign firm may be to price low enough to deter entry. In Brander and

Spencer (1985), a foreign country may use tariffs to create a similar Stackel

berg result.

Das and Nihio use Gaskin's model of a dominant firm with a myopic competi

tive fringe to model trade. When the foreign firms have market power, they

get Brander and Spencer's result that the optimal tariff equals the revenue

maximizing tariff. In common with Gaskin's model, they also find that the

dominant firm does not drive all fringe firms out of business.

None of these static models explain why the price of the dumped good will

first fall and then rise. Using a dynamic analysis, we model an industry with

a low-cost, foreign dominant firm and a domestic competitive fringe with

rational expectations (perfect foresignt). The dominant finn uses a dynamic

open-loop strategy to maximize the present value of its profits where it
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chooses its price path at time zero. That is, the dominant firm cannot change

its plans after they have been made, although fringe firms may enter or exit

the industry at any time.3 Although complete ex post inflexibility in plans

is unlikely, a national plan to strengthen an industry, such as NITTI's role in

the Japanese semiconductor industry, can approach commitment. Putting the

capital stock in place or announcing product innovations well in advance of

their arrival in the market are also ways for the dominant producer to commit

to increasing production.

III. A Dynamic Mbdel of a Discriminating MOnopolist

A low-cost Japanese firm sells in both its home market and the United States.

In its domestic market it is a monopolist, while in the United States it faces

a competitive fringe of higher cost firms. The constant average cost to the

Japanese firm of producing and selling in its domestic market is c*. It cost

of producing, shipping to, and selling in the United States is c = c* + j,

where j is the transportation cost. The U. S. firms can each produce a single

unit of output at constant cost p, where p > c. The total U. S. output (and

the number of firms) is x.

If unregulated by either the Japanese or U. S. government, the Japanese

*firm sets a monopoly price, p in Japan, to maximize its profits,m

*Pm = max (p* - c*) f*(p*),
*Pm

where f*(p*) is the demand facing the firm in Japan. 4 This price is obvi-

ously constant over time.

(1)

In contrast, the Japanese firm will charge a time-varying price in the

u. S. market. There, the dominant firm chooses a price path over time, pCt),

to maximize the functional,
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v = J; [pet) - c] If(p) - x(t)]e- rt dt, (2)

where V is the present value of the profit stream of the dominant firm, f(p)

is the U. S. market demand curve, r is the discount rate of all firms, and

[f(p) - x(t)] is the residual demand facing the dominant firm.

This functional is maximized subject to the growth of the fringe, ~(t).

The initial number of fringe firms is given:

(3)

Fringe firms enter or exit the industry based on their rational expectations

about the present discounted value of their future profits, yet). Expecta-

tions are rational if expected profits equal actual profits. Because the cost

of entry depends upon the speed of entry, fringe firms do not enter instanta-

neously. The rate of entry is a constant proportion, k, of the rationally

expected present value of profits: S

x(t) = ky(t)

yet) = J~ lp(s) - p] e-r(s-t) ds.

(4)

(S)

Because the number of fringe firms cannot be negative, the dominant firm also

faces a state constraint:

xCt) > O.

Before we can state the problem of the dominant firm as one solvable by

the maximum principle, we must reduce equation (5) to a form that does not

include an integral by differentiating it with respect to time:

.
y = ry + p - p. (7)
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The dominant firm which faces rational fringe firms chooses a price path at

time t = 0 so as to maximize (2) subject to (3), (4), (6), and (7). The

necessary conditions for a solution to the problem of maximizing subject to a

state constraint (6) are given by Jacobson, Lele, and Speyer (1971).

The problem may be restated as a Lagrangean which is formed by taking the

usual Hamiltonian,

H = (p - c) (f - x) e-rt
+ zky + very + p - p),

where z and v are the costate variables corresponding to the state vari-

ables, x and y, and adjoining the product of a multiplier Cw) and the state

constraint, [xC t) ~ 0] :

L = H + wx.

(8)

(9)

As with the usual Lagrangean methods, optimality requires that wx = O.

The other necessary conditions are Ca) the equations of motion, (3), (4), and
• •

(7); (b) the adjoint equations, z = -L and v = -L ; (c) the transversality
. x y

conditions, lim zx = lim zx = lim vy = lim vy = 0; (d) the maximum principle;
t=oo t=O t=oo t=O

and ee) the necessary conditions at the "jtnnp time," l (which, as shown be-

low, is finite), at which x becomes zero. For our problem, there are three

jump-time conditions which are discussed below.

We construct an optimal solution in three steps: First, we describe the

interior solution where there are competitive firms. Second, we describe the

corner solution where these fringe firms are driven from the market. Finally,

we link the two types of solutions.
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A. Interior Solution

Because Hand L are identical when x > 0, the usual Hamiltonian methods suf

fice to construct an interior solution. The necessary conditions include (3),

(4), (7), the adjoint equations,

z = (p - c) e-rt ,

.
v = -zk - vr,

and the maximum principle which implies

H = [(f - x) + (p - c) ff] e- rt - v = o.
p

(10)

(11)

(lZ)

By substituting, the necessary conditions can be reduced to a single

second-order differential equation. First, we solve (lZ) for v and differen

tiate with respect to time to obtain

v= -rv + e- rt [2f'p + (p - c) fltp - ky].

•We then equate equations (11) and (13) to eliminate v,

• ky - zkert
p = ( 2f' + ( p - c) f"]'

and differentiate with respect to time to obtain

(13)

(14)

-rt
Z:= -rz - _e_ {[3f" + (p - c) fit'] (p)Z + [2f' + (p - c) fft] p- kY]. (IS)

k

• •
Substituting into (IS) for z from (10), for z from (14), and for y from (7),

we obtain
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f [2 f t + (p - c) fit] p+ i [3 f tf + (p - c) fft t] (p)z
(16)

- f [2 f f + (p - c ) f't] P + zp - c - p = o.

Where demand is linear, f(p) = a - bp, equation (16) is a second-order ordi-

nary differential equation,

p

whose general solution is

rp• k P k(p + c) =- D + 2b 0, (17)

where

Yzt
+ aze p + c

+ .. 2 (18)

Yz = i (r + ~2 + 4k/b).

Equation (18) represents the solution to the dynamic limit-price problem where

there are fringe firms in the market. It depends upon two unknown parameters,

~l and aZ· These parameters are determined from the conditions joining the

interior and corner solutions where xCt) = 0.

The corner is reached in finite time since internal solutions that last

forever and meet the transversality conditions eventually have strictly nega-

tive values of x. Not all values of 0:1 and (X.2 are compatible with the

transversality conditions. If (X.z (the constant associated with the posi-

•tive root) is positive, the price will grow without bound. Because z = (p - c)

-rte ,z will also grow without bound. Since equations (4) and (5) guarantee
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that x will also grow without bound, the transversality condition that lim zx ~ 0
t-t<Xl

is violated. A similar argument can be made for aZ < O. Therefore, in-

terior trajectories that last forever must have aZ = O.

By substituting for p from (18) into (5), integrating to obtain y, substitut

ing for y in (4), and then integrating again with respect to t, we obtain

x(t) (19)

Because Yl < 0, eventually the last term on the right-hand side dominates;

and, since c - p < 0, lim x < O. Thus, an optimal policy starting with x >
t-)oOO

o will eventually drive x to zero at some time, T. As a result, interior

trajectories that last forever are impossible. Hence, aZ may be nonzero.

Because the constraint is eventually reached, we now consider corner solutions.

B. Corner Solution

When x is zero and remains zero for an open time interval, y will equal 0 and

p will equal p. As a result, once x becomes zero on an open interval, it will

remain zero forever.

Continuity may be used to prove that, if x = 0 on an open interval, p = p.

Let x be zero from T1 to lZ (since x is continuous, it is zero at II and

lZ as well). Since for Ll ~ t ~ TZ'

t
xCt) = x(T1) + J ky ds,

II
(20)
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y is certainly zero. Similarly,

(21)

50 yet) = 0 implies that pCt) = p, Ll ~ t ~ lZ.

The principle of optimality establishes the final claim that once a corner

solution is reached it will continue indefinitely. If it is optimal to set

pCt) = p when x(t) = yet) = 0 at t = ll' it will be optimal to set p = p

at any other time when x(t) = yet) = O. Since x(t) = yet) = 0 for a corner

solution and that implies pCt) =p, it follows that xCt + £) = yet + £) = 0

for small £, 50 the corner solution will last indefinitely. Thus, an opti-

mal program that begins with competitive fringe firms will consist of one in

terior segment of finite length followed by a corner segment of infinite

length where pCt) = p and xCt) = O.

c. Linking the Interior and Corner Solutions

Matching the interior to the corner solution determines aI' a2' and T. The

definition of x, the continuity of the Hamiltonian, and the transversality

condition at time zero give three equations to determine aI' aZ' and T.

This section derives each in turn.
•

Substituting for p from equation (18) in the definition of x in (3) and

integrating between 0 and T gives our first condition:
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= Xo + alb (1
\

+ a2b ~ - (22)

+ kep 2c) (1 
2r

-r"-e l_

where the second equality follows because X(T) = 0 by the definition of T.

The continuity of the Hamiltonian implies that peT) = p. Since H for

given x, y, z, and v has a unique maximum in p, H is said to be regular which

implies that p is continuous at T:

(23)

(Jacobson, Le1e, and Speyer (1971), p. 272].

The last condition comes from noting that v(O) = 0 because yCO) is free and

veo) yCO) = 0 by a transversality condition.

principle, a - bp(O) - xo - bpeO) + be = o.

Since H = 0 by the maximump

[Notice that peo) is the short-

run, profit-maximization price.] Substituting for p(O) from (18) and rearrang-

ing gives

a - Xo - bp
a1 + eL2 = 2b

Equations (22), (23), and (24) determine aI' eLZ' and T.

D. The Price Path

(24)

The price path depends on the parameters of the system. Heuristically, if Xo
is relatively small (given the other parameters), the price starts high, falls
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below p, and then rises to p. Alternatively, if Xo is relatively large, the

price starts below p and then rises to p.
In either case, as t ~ T, pCt) must approach p from below for the domi

nant firm to drive the fringe firms out of the market. After all fringe firms

are driven out, price must remain at p or new entry would occur. Figure 1

shows a path where Xo is initially small. 6

In the interior, the price path is described by equation (18). The path

depends on ul and aZ• From equation (24) and the associated argument, al +

aZ > o. Since price must approach p from below at t near T, pet) =

ylt yZt
ulyle + Ozyze ~ O. It follows that a2 ~ a is impossible. Since ul

and Uz cannot both be negative, were <lz ~ 0, al would have to be Dositive; but

that would imply that alYl and azYz would both be negative so that p~ 0,

which is a contradiction. Thus, az > 0, ~ + Ctz > 0, and ul ~ O. There are

two possible price paths as shown in figure 2.

IV. Dumping and Predation

Price discrimination must occur with certainty since p* is a constant while

pCt) varies over time. If dumping is defined as pricing in the United States

below the Japanese price plus the shipping costs, pet) < p* + j, dumping is

likely--at least at certain times. Indeed, if pCO) = (a + be - xO)/2b < p*,

pet) will be less than p* at all times.

While dumping is likely, predation (pricing below costs) does not occur.

As figure 1 shows, pCt) is always above (p + c)/2. Furthermore, since p > c,

it follows that (p + c)/2 > c. Hence, pet) is always above c. Thus, while

dumping will occur with certainty, predation will never occur.
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Figure 1
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As one professor of law put it, antipredation should be the "proper touch

stone of antidumping law" (Barce16, 1979, p. 65).7 Except on narrow nation

alistic grounds (see section VIII below), preventing low-cost firms from

undercutting high-cost firms is not a sound policy.

v. Quantity Constraints

Suppose the government constrains the dominant firm so that it cannot drive

all the fringe firms out of the market. We start by assuming that the govern-

ment requires that x ~!, where! is the minimum number of fringe firms.

Presumably, this constraint is enforced by the use of a quota (or the threat

of a large tariff).

Where entry is instantaneous (k ~ 00), this policy clearly lowers welfare

as the dominant firm is the low-cost producer and the market price is un

affected or rises. Where entry is gradual, however, this policy may benefit

consumers and possibly increase welfare (defined as consumer surplus plus

profits of all firms).

The model is too complicated to solve analytically for conditions such

that welfare rises. We have failed to find a case through simulations where

consumer surplus rises when! is set greater than zero; that is, it appears

that such interventions always hurt consumers (see the simulations below).

VI. The No-Dumping Rule

Suppose the U. S. government imposes a no-dumping rule that requires the

Japanese firm to set its price in the United States no lower than its costs or

its price in Japan. As we have already shown that a low-cost dominant firm

will not set its price below c (and, hence, not below its costs in the lJnited
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States), we now examine a restriction that prevents it from setting its price

in the United States below its price in Japan.

The dominant firm no longer can price discriminate unless it wishes to set

a higher price in the United States. In other cases, it will use the same

price in both countries. Its profit-maximizing problem becomes

max f[ep - c) (f - x) + (p* - c*) f*] e- rt dt
p,p*

s. t. p* + j ~ p, equations (3), (4), (6), and (7).

(25)

* *Where p maximizes (p* - c*) and p + j < p, we have the original uncon-m m
*strained problem. We now consider the case where p + j < p.
m -

If f*(p*) = a* + b*p* and the constraint is binding, equation (25) can be

rewritten as

max f(p - c) [(a + a* + b*j) - (b + b*) p - xl e- rt dt (26)
p

s. t. equations (3), (4), (6), and (7).

,Equation (26) is of exactly the same form as the original problem. The only

difference is that both demand function parameters have been increased: "a"

becomes (a + a* + b*j) and "b" becomes (b + b*). An increase in H a" raises

the original price, whereas an increase in "b" lowers itA 8 A discriminating

monopolist who is forced to charge a single price tends to set that price

between its original two prices. Thus, the price in the United States will

rise initially A The long-run effect is extremely complex and can cause ~ to

change in either direction.

We now consider the intermediate case where the constraint is binding some

of the time. Because the unregulated dominant firm will set a high price
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initially and then lower it along the upper part of this path, the constraint

will not be binding while along the lower part it will be binding. The two

f h h d •• d· b .parts 0 t e pat must meet; an p, p, x, x, y, an y must e contInuous at

that point. Call the time when they meet TO. If the roots of the original

second-order differential equation are al and aZ and the roots of the
t I

constrained equation are al and aZ' the following six conditions must be met.

First, along the upper part of the path at the initial time, x(al' aZ' 0) =

xO. Second, at the initial time, peal' az' 0) must he determined as above by

the maximum principle and by xo: peo) = [(a + bc - xO)/2b]. Third, where the
*. t'

constrained and unconstrained parts of the path join, Pm + J = o(al , aZ' TO) =
, ,

Peal' aZ' TO)· Fourth and similarly, x(al , aZ' TO) = x(a1, aZ' TO). Fifth,
t

the constrained part of the path must reach the corner, so nCal' aZ' T) =p.
I f

Sixth, similarly, x(al , aZ' T) = O. Thus, we have six equations which de-
I I

terrnine six unknowns (aI' aZ' aI' aZ' TO' and T).

Therefore, while this policy affects the price path Quantitatively (making

consumers worse off, at least initially), it does not affect the Qualitative

results described above. That is, the path starts with a relatively high

price; then the price falls until fringe firms are driven out of the market;

and, finally, ~he dominant firm limit prices.

VII. Quota

An alternative policy that the U. S. government may use is to impose a Quota,

Q*, on the imports of the dominant firm, Q:

fep) - x = a - bp - x Q ~ Q*. (Z7)
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Using the second equality in equation (27), we can express price as a function

of imports and the production of the fringe firms:

p(Q, x) a - x - Q
= b (28 )

The problem faced by the dominant firm is to

max f{[p(Q, x) - xJ [a - bp(Q, x) - x]} e- rt dt
Q~Q*

s. t. ( 3), (4), and (7).

(29)

Since Q ~Q*, x is bounded away from zero, so this problem is different from

the original one. It involves only a constraint on the control variable, Q,

and not a constraint on the state variable, x.

The Hamiltonian for this problem is

H = R + zky + very + p - p) (30 )

where R = [(p - c) (a - bp - x)] e- rt . The maximum principle yields (where

subscripts denote partial derivatives)

~PQ - VPQ = 0 and Q < Q*

or (31)
RppQ - vPQ < 0 and Q = Q*.

Since PQ = -lib F 0, in the interior the maximum principle gives the same

expression (12) as before. The costate equations are

•z = (32)

v= -zk - rv. (33)
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These equations hold for all time. During those times for which Q is less

than Q* [Rp = v from equation (31)], the equation for i (32) simplifies to

give

.
Z = -Rx' (32')

which is the same equation as for an interior solution in the original problem

which does not have a quota constraint.

There are two parts to the solution. First, in the interior solution

(Q < Q*), the maximum principle, the costate equations, and the equations

determining the price path are the same as those of an unconstrained interval

in the original problem. Second, when the quota binds (Q = Q*), the con-

straint is

x = a - bp - Q. ( 34)

Taking the time derivative and setting it equal to ky [using (4)], we obtain

x= -bp = ky. (35)

Taking the time derivative of (35) and substituting ry + p - p for y using (7)

and -bp/k for y using (35), we obtain the second-order ordinary differential

equation,

p • k(p - p) =rp + b o. (36)

Solving equation (36) for p gives

(37)
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where

III = } (r -fr.2 - 4k/b)

and

An optimal path may take one of several possible forms which we will

describe using a set of lemmas. If the constraint is not binding at the

beginning of a program, optimal paths begin with the short-run, profit

maximizing price (that is, on the R ert
= °line) and continue as interiorp

segments. These paths eventually reach the quota constraint and equilibrium

at the cost of the fringe firms, p, but the possible paths to this equilibrium

are ntnnerous.

Figure 3 shows the relation of p, R ert :: 0, and the quota constraint in
p

(x, p) space so that paths may be drawn in it as projections from ex, p, y)

space into the ex, p) space. The figure includes four lines: (A) the quota

c.onstraint equation (34); (B) the cost to the domestic firm, p; (C) R ert :: 0,
p

which is x = a - 2bp + be; and (D) the cost to the foreign firm, c. The
/' !'

intersection of the constraint and R = 0 is labeled (x, p). Let '(x, p)*
p

denote the projection of an optimal path.

For small enough x, the optimal path follows the constraint:
A

LEMMA 1: If a path is optimal and x(t) < x, then [xCt), p(t)]* lies on

the share constraint.

PROOF: Points below the share constraint (see figure 3) are not feasible,
A

so the optimal path must lie on or above the constraint. For xCt) < x,

. b h . t 1 b the R eft -- 0 I'pOInts a eve t e quota constraIn are a so a ove Ine.
p
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Figure 3

quota constraintp
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Above that line, instantaneous profits fall as the price increases. As in-

creases in price also encourage entry which decreases future profits, prices

above the quota constraint lead to less instantaneous and future revenues and

cannot be optimal.

By the same reasoning,

LEMMA 2: The interior portion of an optimal path does not lie above the

R ert
= 0 line at even a single point.p

The next two lemmas, the corollaries, and theorems land 2 describe the

general direction that interior optimal paths may follow. They show that the

direction of travel is away from the R ert
= 0 line.

p

LEMMA 3: If along an optimal interior arc above c there is a time, t, at

which d(R ert)/dt is negative, d(R ert)/dt remains negative asp p

long as ex, p)* remains interior and above c.

PROOF: Since (x, p)* lies in the interior, from the maximlw principle,

Multiplying both sides of equation (31 1 ) by ert and differentiating with

respect to time gives

(31')

(v + rv) ert (38)

(v• )The costate equation (33) requires + rv = -zk. Given the hyPothesis of

Lenuna 3 that d/dt(R ert ) is negative, equations (33) and (38) show that z isp

positive. The costate equation for z is ~ = (p - c) e- rt , so z is positive

and increasing along ex, p)*; hence, dRpertjdt is negative and decreasing

which establishes the lemma.
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A geometric interpretation of Lemma 3 uses a vector, N = (1, 2b), which is

normal to Rpert
= 0. The N points in the direction of decreasing Rp . When

dR ert/dt is negative, the tangent vector to (x, p)*, (~, p)*, points in the
p

• •same half space as N, that is I(x, p)*, NI > o.
A final lemma tells us the direction of motion in the x-plane:

LEMMA 4: When p > p and; < 0, ~ remains negative as long as (x, p)*

remains above p. • •When p < p and x > O"X remains positive as long as

(x, p)* remains below p.
PROOF: Since ~ = ky, if ; < 0, Y < 0. Furthermore, because

y = ry + p - p if p is also greater thanp, y is negative. Thus, above p,

~ must become more negative, which establishes the first half of the lemma.

The second assertion is established by the same steps with the signs reversed .
.~

COROLLARY: An optimal path that begins with x < x travels along the
• '" A

share constraint toward -ex, pl.

PROOF: Lemma 1 shows that the path is along the share constraint.

""Lemma 4 shows that, if the optimal path starts to move away from x toward

lower x, xmust remain negative forever and p must remain above pforever.

Such a path is impossible since, if p is always above p, y must be positive

and, hence, ~ must be positive.

THEOREM 1: Let ex, p)* be an optimal path, and let (x, p)* be its

tangent. When p is above p, I(~, p)*, NI < o.

PROOF: The proof proceeds by contradiction: Assume that at some time

t > 0, P > p, and lex, p)*, NI > 0. The contradiction is established in

three steps. First, the optimal path may not remain above p. Second, if the

optimal path passes below p, it will recross the p line; when it recrosses,

rtthe optimal path will be closer to the R e = 0 line than when it first
p
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crossed. Third, since there is no limit point on the Rpert
= 0 line and

optimal paths cannot cross ~ert = 0, an optimal path cannot become ever

closer to R ert
= 0 This contradiction establishes the theorem.p .

It is impossible for an optimal interior path to remain within the

triangle formed by the R ert
= ° line, the p = p line, and the constraint.

p

Since Lemma 3 shows that once ex, p)* moves in the same half space as N (it

must move in the same half space as N as long as it remains in the interior),

the path must eventually corne to the boundary of the triangle. By Lemma 2, an

optimal path cannot lie above the Rpert
= 0 line, so the optimal path must

eventually hit one of the other two boundaries.

The optimal path (x, p)* could join the constraint, but it would still

have to move in the same direction as N which would mean that it either be

comes interior again in the same direction as N or crosses Rpert
= 0,

which is impossible. For (x, p)* to join the constraint while moving in the

same half space as N, xmust be negative. Using Lemma 4, when x< 0 for p

above lP' ~ cannot become positive. •Since x cannot change signs, the direction

Of travel while on the constraint cannot reverse. • •When x < °and (x, p)* is

• •on the constraint, lex, p)*, NI > o. By continuity, if (x, p)* again be-

comes interior, I(x, p)*, NI will still be positive. Thus, paths that move in

the same direction as N and are above p must move in that half space and may

not exit the triangle through either the constraint or the Rpert
= 0 line.

The only remaining possibility is that the price on such a path falls be-

• • • •low p. The only way for a path to have lex, p), NI > 0 and lex, p),

(0, -1)1 > 0 (so that the path crosses the p •= p line) is for x > O.
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Since the path ex, p)* must dip below p with; > 0, all that remains is

to describe the behavior of the path belowp. Lemma 4 shows that x cannot

change signs while the path remains belowp. Since x> 0 and firms enter

only when the present value of the profits is positive (y > 0), there must

be some time when instantaneous profits are again positive so that ex, p)*

must again cross p.

The value of p is obviously the same (p) at both points where the optimal

path crosses the p line, while the value of x is larger at the second point

(because xwas positive at all times in between), so, at the second point,

R ert must be smaller. Thus, R ert must decrease, regardless of whether orp p

not the path is above or below p. Since an optimal path cannot cross the

Rpe
Tt = 0 line and there is no limit point on that line, it is not possible for

(x, p)* to be constantly moving in the same half space as N, which establishes the

theorem.

•COROLLARY: When ex, p)* is optimal and p < p, x < o.

PROOF: The proof proceeds by contradiction. •Assume x > o. By the

Qrgument of the previous theorem, p must eventually exceed p and, at that

instant, p > o. Since the direction of increasing x is the direction of

decreasing p along the constraint, when p crosses p, (x, p)* must be in-

terior. An interior path that has increasing p and increasing x must have

• •I(x, p)*, NI > 0, which is impossible by the theorem.

TI-IEOREM 2: An optimal path does not cross p from below.

PROOF: The proof proceeds by contradiction: Assume that (x, p)* is opti-

mal and crosses the p = p line from below. Lemma 4 and the corollary show

that, along a path crossing p from below, x < o. •Because x < 0 at the

time of crossing, there is some later time during which the fringe firms
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suffer losses, which implies that ex, p)* must recross p. Since the optimal p

is the sum of two real exponential functions with real coefficients, p can

change signs, at most, once. There must be a change of sign for the path to
- .

recross p, so p < o. Given decreasing p and x, (x, p)* must intersect the

constraint. The direction of decreasing p on the constraint is, however, the

• • •direction of increasing x, so ex, p)* could not be contInuous at the point it

meets the constraint which is a contradiction.

THEOREM 3: Once (x, p)* lies on the constraint below p, it will con-

tinue on the' constraint until it reaches p where it will stop.

PROOF: The proof proceeds by showing that the alternative--exiting to an

interior arc--requires the tangent to the interior arc to point in a direction

that is not "highH enough to leave the constraint. Along an interior arc,

since v = Rp '

vert = (a - 2bp + bc - x).

Differentiating (39) with respect to time gives

(v + rv) ert = -2bp - x
• •which can be solved for pix:

(39)

~
interior

Along the Quota constraint

-(v + rv) ert _ 1. .
= ~ = --_x-==2~b---

x

constraint
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For an optimal path to leave the constraint, it must climb above it:

~ <~
interior constraint

or

.
v + rv
-rt • > 1.

e x

Because leaving the constraint with; < 0 means moving in the same direction

as N, (v + rv) must be negative. Therefore, the inequality asserts that one

positive number is greater than another. For the path to return to the con-

straint, however, requires the inequality to be reversed, which cannot

(40)

•happen. Since (v + rv) = -zk and z is growing along the path, the left-hand-

side numerator of equation (40) is growing in absolute value. The correspond

ing denominator, ;e-rt , is shrinking in absolute value because

d • -rt d [ 0) ( -) -rs ] (- ) -rt(If xe = crt kJt p - peds = k p - p e > 0

. .
and x was initially negative. Since the numerator grows and the denominator

shrinks (in absolute value) and neither of the parts changes sign, the in

equality in equation (40) can never be reversed, so an interior path beginning

on the constraint below p can never return to the constraint. Thus, as with

all other potential interior paths traveling in the same half space as N, this

path cannot exist. The conclusion is that, once an optimal path joins the

constraint below p, it continues along the constraint.

We are now in a position to describe the optimal path that begins in the

interior (not on the constraint). The path begins on the Rp ert
= 0 line. It
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travels in the same direction as -N; that is, the distance from R ert = 0
p

increases over time. It mayor may not travel along the quota constraint

while still above p. An optimal path which starts with p > p either termi

nates at the intersection ofp and the constraint or it passes belowp in the

interior. Should it drop below (or start below) p, there will be a decreasing

number of fringe firms. Eventually the path hits the constraint. The path

then follows the constraint up to p where it stops.

VIII. The Tariff

A constant per unit tariff on the dominant firm has a different effect in a

dynamic model than in the static model. In a static model (where the fringe

firms enter instantaneousy), the dominant firm would price at p. The U. S.

government, by setting a tariff equal to p - c, cffiJld capture all of the pro

fits of the dominant firm, (p - c) [f(p) - x], without creating any distor-

tions. That is, the tariff redistributes income internationally and has no

real effect.

In contrast, where entry is gradual, the tariff has real effects. The

tariff is equivalent to an increase in c (which has ambiguous comparative

static effects 'on T, aI' and aZ). At any moment in time, it will affect

pricing by the dominant firm, the rate of entry of fringe firms, and output.

Presumably, the objective of the U. S. government is to maximize domestic

welfare (e.g., consumer surplus plus domestic fringe profits plus tariff

revenues). Given this objective, the optimal tariff in the dynamic model will

lie between no tariff and the optimal static model tariff. The heuristic

explanation is that consumers benefit when the dominant firm prices below p

for a period to drive out the domestic firms. Were the government to set the
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tariff at the optimal static level, p - C, the benefits of such low pricing

would never be obtained.

Table 1 illustates how the optimal tariff varies with the initial number

of firms and a constraint on the minimum number of U. S. fringe firms

(section V). In the example in the table, U. S. welfare is higher in the case

where there are a large initial number of fringe firms, Xo = 30, than when

there is initially only one firm. In the latter case, the dominant firm

initially prices high and only after a while lowers the price below p. In

contrast, when there are many firms to begin with, the dominant firm prices

aggressively from the start. When Xo is relatively large (at least in this

example), the optimal tariff is also relatively large.

As all of the examples show, going from no tariff to the optimal tariff

lowers the U. S. consumer surplus, raises the profits of the fringe firms,

raises U. S. welfare, lowers the profits of the dominant firm, and lowers the

total welare (U. S. welfare plus the profits of the dominant firm). Simi

larly, as the table shows, an increase in the minimum number of firms con

straint, !, lowers welfare. As this constraint increases, the optimal tariff

rises. Where there is a constraint, adding the tariff lowers the surplus and

total welfare less while raising the profits of the fringe firms and the U. S.

welfare by more than when there is no constraint. Thus, at least in this

example, some of the harmful effects of the tariff and the constraint are

partially offsetting.

IX. Conclusions

A low-cost foreign firm will dump during certain time periods but eventually

it will limit price. It is never in the best interests of this dominant firm

to predate.
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TABLE 1

Tariff Simulation Results

xo: 1 1 30 30 30

x: 0 1 0 10 25

No tariff

T 30.189 29.757 36.105 33.209 27.615

Present values

U. S. consumer surplus 34.795 34.747 37.128 36.739 36.028
Profits of fringe firms 1.040 1.026 1.335 1.241 1.133
U. S. welfare 35.835 35.774 38.462 37.979 37.161
Profits of dominant firm 24.850 24.782 21.828 21.142 20.056
Total welfare 60.685 60.556 60.290 59.121 57.218

Optimal tariff 4.023 4.025 3.796 3.875 4.025

l' 84.560 83.966 82.913 80.388 77.223

Present values (000'5)

U. S. consumer surplus 31.153 31.145 33.055 32.869 32.537
Tariff revenues 1.065 1.067 1.575 1.618 1.722
Profits of fringe firms 15.404 15.370 13.783 13.504 13.053
U. S. welfare 47.623 47.582 48.413 47.990 47.313
Profits of dominant firm 7.925 7.913 6.604 6.283 5.725

.Total welfare 55.547 55.495 55.022 54.273 53.038

Percent change from no
tarIff to optImal tariff

U. S. consumer surplus -10.47 -10.37 -10.97 -10.53 - 9.69
Profits of fringe firms 2.40 4.00 17.98 30.38 51.99
U. S. welfare 32.90 33.01 25.87 26.36 27.32
Profits of dominant firm -68.11 -68.07 -69.75 -70.28 -71.45
Total welfare - 8.47 - 8.36 - 8.74 - 8.20 - 7.31

NOTE.--The parameters are: p ; 10, c = 5, k = 0.01, r = 0.03, a = 250, and
b ; 10.
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Were the government of the domestic country to impose such a stiff tariff

that the dominant firm never prices below its domestic price, its pricing pat

tern would still be similar to the unconstrained case. That is, it initially

charges a relatively high price, then lowers its price to drive out the domes

tic firms, and eventually limit prices. Further, under a policy that mandates

a minimum number of domestic firms, pricing by the dominant firm follows the

same pattern.

A quota, on the other hand, prevents the dominant firm from eliminating

the domestic industry. Nevertheless, its price starts high, falls, and then

rises. Thus, under all of these policies, a comolex temporal price path will

be observed rather than the constant or cyclical patterns described in earlier

studies. As a result of this temporal price path, the optimal tariff in a

dynamic model is lower than the optimal tariff in a static model. While such

a tariff must lower international welfare, it can raise domestic welfare. In

contrast, policies that prevent high-cost domestic firms from going out of

business are likely to lower domestic welfare.
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Footnotes

*We thank Larry Karp and the participants at workshops at Rice University,

the University of California (Berkeley), the Hebrew University, Ben Gurion

University, and North Carolina State University for valuable comments on our

research.

lThese figure are based on figures on completed U. S. Treasury Depart

ment and U. S. International Trade Commission cases from 1962 through 1977 in

the Michigan Yearbook of International Legal Studies (AntidlDllping Law: Policy

and Implementation, 1979).

ZAs Rodriquez (1979, p. 194) points out based on a U. S. Senate Report,

the antidumping law was directed not at infrequent sales at less than cost but

at "the practice of systematically selling at prices which will not permit

recovery of all costs•.•. tt The U. S. Treasury, however, in its informal

guidelines has interpreted the terms to mean "within a business cycle."

Rodriquez notes that it has been alleged that the Treasury has concluded that

the first one or two months of a six-month investigative period are an ex-

tended period of time.

3See Flaherty (1980) for a defense of open-loop rather than closed-loop

models in which firms incur adjustment costs and choose output rates.

4We assume that the Japanese do not allow U. S. firms to export to

Japan. In any case, in most of the models discussed below it would not pay

for a U. S. firm to export to Japan.

SGaskins (1970) gives a justification for a constant rate, k, of adjust-

ment: If costs of entry are quadratic, this linear entry specification will

result.
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6In this example, xo = 1, P = 10, c = 5, k = 0.01, r = 0.1, a = 10, and

-14 ( )b = 250. As a result, a1 = 7.45, a2 = 1.46873 x 10 ,T = 298.2061, P 0 =

14.95, and yeO) = 43.2479.

7Indeed, the U. S. International Trade Commission has often cited

predatory intent as one factor that may lead to a finding of injury when it is

combined with some other evidence of competitive harm (see Krauland, 1979,

p. 168).

8dp(O)/da = (1!2b) > 0 and dp(O)!db = (xO - a)!(2b2) < o.
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